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Introduction 
• Teams pursue many kinds of licit and illicit goals: 

– Law enforcement, emergency services, & disaster recovery 
– Smuggling, organized crime, & terrorism 

• Goal-directed social behaviors:  
– May be modeled using games like hide-and-seek 
– Exhibit geographic patterns 

• Owing to technology, there now exists unprecedented 
opportunity to understand licit & illicit team behaviors using: 
– Team games 
– Computer geosimulation  
– Smartphone-based tracking of movement and communication 
– The tools of geography and related disciplines 

• Our goal is to determine how to anticipate, identify, and 
influence geographic attributes of team processes 
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Methods 

• The research design performed an experimental 
analysis of small team behaviors using: 
– simple games of team pursuit-and-evasion  
– network-based stochastic geosimulation 
– formal experimental design 
– measures including team success rates, “boundariness” 
– space-time permutation scan statistic given by Kulldorff et 

al., 2005 

• We will compare these results to those of similar 
experiments involving human subjects, interactive 
games, and smartphone tracking to refine models, 
analyses, and conclusions 



 





Data 

 Does Not Have Actionable Information Has Actionable Information 

Evader 

CONCEALMENT MAXIMIZATION 
Maximizes concealment available at any 

of the seven nodes in the immediate area 

RISK MINIMIZATION 
Minimizes risk by evaluating 

cumulative concealment, pursuer 
proximities, and information quality 
at each of the seven nodes in the 

immediate area 

Pursuer 

RANDOM SEARCH 
Applies random draws to movement 

preferences to determine if and where to 
move 

COST MINIMIZATION 
Minimizes cost by evaluating 

cumulative distance required to 
move to a node where an evader(s) 
was observed  and information 

quality  

 

• Geosimulation of a multi-agent system 

• 1.11 million runs, June-November 2014 



Data 
Data Table Data Fields

Game Outcomes game serial number, game end time, number of evaders, number of evaders engaged

Player Movements
game serial number, turn, player, start cell, end cell, start latitude, start longitude, end latitude, end 

longitude

Player Communications

game serial number, turn, sender, message type, receiver, message cell, sender cell, receiver cell, 

message latitude, message longitude, sender latitude, sender longitude, receiver latitude, receiver 

longitude

Detections and Engagements
game serial number, turn, observer, target, result, observer cell, target cell, observer latitude, observer 

longitude, target latitude, target longitude

Cell Occupancies game serial number, cell, number of occupants, turn, team

• The computer simulation models produced 
– .csv tables for analysis in R and SaTScan (5 per batch run) 

– .kml files for visualization in Google Earth (1 per batch run) 

• These tables recorded game outcomes, player 
movements, player communications, detection and 
engagement events, and cell occupancies 



Results 

• Correlates of Team Success 
– The outcomes of a game of pursuit and evasion 

correlated most strongly with the basic probability 
that a pursuer would decide to move if the 
pursuer did not possess actionable information 
(P_Pmove).  

– The outcomes of a game of pursuit and evasion 
are also correlated with the interaction of the 
basic probabilities that a pursuer would decide to 
move and communicate (P_Pmove:P_Pcomm). 



Results 

 

Figure 13: Half Normal Plot for Evader Success, Experiment Five, α= 0.05 



Results 

 

Figure 14: Response Surface Plot (3D) for Evader Success, Experiment Five, x1=P_Pmove, x2=P_Pcomm 
Figure 15: Response Surface Plot (2D) for Evader Success, Experiment Five, x1=P_Pmove, x2=P_Pcomm 



Results 

 

Figure 16: Response Surface Plot (3D) for Pursuer Success, Experiment Five, x1=P_Pmove, x2=P_Pcomm 
Figure 17: Response Surface Plot (2D) for Pursuer Success, Experiment Five, x1=P_Pmove, x2=P_Pcomm 



Results 

• Spatiotemporal Clustering Behaviors 
– Evidence of spatiotemporal clustering in team 

movement behaviors is observable in thirty game 
repetitions randomly sampled from Experiment 
Five.  

– Spatiotemporal clustering behaviors were more 
strongly represented in the movements of the 
pursuing team; there were twice as many clusters 
observed in pursuit behaviors than there were in 
evasion behaviors, on average.  
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Results 

• Boundary-Seeking Behaviors 
– There is very strong evidence for the primacy of 

boundaries and borders in the location decisions of 
teams engaged in pursuit and evasion.  

– Comparison of the “boundariness” values generated 
by team pursuit and evasion behaviors with different 
terrain models and random walk models support the 
idea that evading teams seek locations on areal 
boundaries, whether or not concealment is available 
in interior areas.  

– Consequentially, pursuing teams also occupy 
boundary locations more frequently than in random 
walk models. 



Results 

Two-sample means T-test 
• Two-tailed: 

– H0: µobserved = µrandom , “A team’s preference for boundary 
locations is not differentiable from random.” 

– HA: µobserved ≠ µrandom , “A team’s preference for boundary 
locations is differentiable from random.” 

• One-tailed: 
– H0: µobserved = µrandom , “A team’s preference for boundary 

locations is not differentiable from random.” 
– HA: µobserved > µrandom , “A team’s preference for boundary 

locations both is differentiable from and higher than 
random.” 



Results 

Table 16: Analysis of Boundary-Seeking Behaviors (α=0.05, 18 DF) 



Conclusions 
• This project began with three fundamental lines of inquiry 

to produce a basis for a much larger analytical framework 
that will be useful for understanding how groups of people 
move and communicate in pursuit of their collective goals.  

• This project provides evidence for several conclusions and 
hypotheses resulting from those three lines of inquiry:  
– Correlates of team success 
– Spatiotemporal clustering behaviors 
– Boundary-seeking behaviors 

• These conclusions pertain exclusively to the computer 
simulation model and comparative empirical research 
remains necessary to understand real-world implications 
thereof. 
– Lab-based interactive computer games and human subjects 
– Full-scale games with smartphone tracking in the real world 



Future Research 
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Future Research 

• Applied Research and Development 

– Transportation and Urban Planning  

– Disaster Response and Recovery  

– Criminology and Law Enforcement  

– Targeting and Decision Support in Irregular Warfare  

– Migration, Trade, and Trans-border Communication  

– Cohesion and Culture  

– Art, Taste, and Influence Networks  

– Economics and Society  

 

 



Future Research 

• Sustained Basic Research 
– Exploring variables of demographics, culture, terrain, goal type, 

leadership, affiliation, cohesion, and diurnal rhythm  
– Repeating the series of computer-simulated, table-top, and full-

scale experiments in various locations, such as urban, suburban, 
or rural settings in domestic and foreign environments 

– Recruiting experiment participants from a demographically 
varied subject pool, thereby assessing the influence of age, 
place of origin, or terrain familiarity 

– Investigating leadership, cohesion, and affiliation via controlled 
interventions in team organization 

– Understanding different combinations of competitive behaviors 
like smuggling-and-interdiction or security-and-infiltration 
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